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The latest Tweets from No Really, I'm Fine Podcast (@ImFinePodcast_). We're a #mentalhealth podcast. One of the UK's top
10 health podcasts, according to .... Now, how often, when someone says to you “I'm fine”, do you follow up if you're think
they're not? Yep, me too. I'm very fortunate that I have a .... This Pin was discovered by Cassie Shope. Discover (and save!)
your own Pins on Pinterest.. Everything in my racing mind tells me to smile and give them good news. Simply put, I can't muster
more than just “I'm fine.” Sometimes I wish .... I'm fine, really…and other lies people tell themselves. By Sarah Vermunt. I'm
fine. My mom was never a wiz with electronics. She could run a farm business, fix a .... I'm fine has become an automatic
response to being asked, "how are you?" It's a safe answer that does not typically illicit further questions or .... Either a very
generic remark in response to a generic question, or something to be very worried about. ... Get a I'm fine mug for your
daughter-in-law Riley. 3.. I'm Fine!: A Really Helpful Guide to the First 100 Days After Your Breakup [Mandana Hoveyda] on
Amazon.com. *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Are you .... There are enough films and TV shows and series to show that
I'm fine can be just that or the exact opposite. So the question isn't really enough to warrant it .... Make sure you proceed with
caution and be aware that she could be feeling the complete opposite of fine. It all depends on how it was said. I'm actually I just
can't .... Sounds odd to me (UK British). "Very" is a bit redundant.. I've actually been working out indoors, recently, and I may
be pale, but I'm certainly not weak. I feel great!".. Hearing this refrain, “I'm fine, I'm fine, really, I'm fine” at the end of a
telephone line from a dear family member who had cancer nearly drove me .... Often, when I've asked how they are, they've
answered, “I'm doing OK.” By which I understand they do not necessarily really mean, “OK.” From what I can glean .... or “are
you okay?” (and your partner is actually having to answer “I'm fine”) after they already explained and discussed the issue,
there's .... Words are powerful. The words we choose can make a conversation productive or destructive. And to further
complicate matters, words can .... For the same reason everyone else says “I'm fine.” People don't want to hear about each
other's problems. Hell, we all have our own issues.. Patient columnist Kimberli Davino often chooses to simply say "I'm fine"
when asked, "How are you feeling?" But her answer has many shades ...

I'm Fine, Really Lyrics: Why not come over girl? / I know you wanna hug me / But you're always saying that you can't agree /
Well come on girl, .... However, in the chronic illness world, “I'm fine” masks what we really want to say. It may not reflect how
we are truly feeling. A real answer may be extremely ...
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